Welcome to Siemens New Energy

The UK energy landscape is enjoying an evolution! Community groups, local authorities, housing associations and others have the power to become an energy service provider to their businesses and households, and offer an alternative to today’s energy suppliers.

The result is access to lower energy bills, reducing consumption and supporting self-generation. At Siemens, we have the expertise and experience to support you on your new energy journey.

The power of innovation, long-established tools and techniques, as well as carefully selected partners, enables Siemens to support projects through the various phases. From start up as an energy provider, through the complex world of metering and ultimately allowing access to platforms that can leverage the power of the smart grid and connecting-up assets.

As a trusted partner who can provide an end-to-end solution throughout the community energy journey, Siemens will work with you to support your vision and help you to pursue the benefits to your communities quickly, and with minimal challenge.

Are you ready to go?

Community energy schemes will always raise a number of questions. With Siemens, we have the expertise to provide answers, whilst also allowing you to retain the autonomy to design your approach.

Whether it is ‘smart metering from the start’ or ‘wait a while’. Whether it is remaining an independent supplier entity or working with an established energy supplier. You have that choice and will have the answers to all of your customers’ questions.

Siemens is the world’s largest engineering company and has been developing and delivering smart metering in the UK since the early days in 1994. Metering in a box from Siemens provides all the installation and data delivery tools you would expect, coupled with tomorrow’s solutions today, like Smart Pay As You Go or our award winning Multi Dwelling Unit (MDU) Solution to get smart metering into high rise buildings.
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Decisions! Decisions! Decisions today, but more importantly decisions for tomorrow, some of which we are not yet aware of. Which is why working with a strategic partner like Siemens, can dovetail the start up phase of your scheme, through to solutions for smart grid and beyond. Future consideration is needed for all the data which will be produced by your customers' smart meters. What to do with it and how to maximise the benefits from it. We can provide access to the world leading Meter Data Management (MDM) platform, from eMeter, a Siemens business.

When established, a community scheme will enjoy a wealth of assets that work well, but work better connected. DEMS from Siemens can connect those assets to give you a single platform of information from which to make better decisions for the benefit of the entire community scheme. The community energy journey has limitless potential, particularly when supported by a leading innovator like Siemens to partner with on your future requirements.

Siemens bringing community energy to reality

Your journey to ESCO

Getting started

Getting established

Fit for the future

Siemens Metering Pathway

Energy efficiency for residential buildings

World Class Siemens Solutions

MDM Lite

DRM & DEMS

DCC integration

Supplier in a box

Independent license

Business operation and startup consultation

Energy supplier partnership

Why Siemens?

Siemens is the world’s largest engineering company, operating in the UK for 170 years. We provide innovative solutions to help tackle the world’s major challenges.

As Siemens, we want to be your innovative community energy partner on the journey towards new energy solutions. Choose Siemens New Energy for your end-to-end solution requirements, which include:

- Flexibility of ‘start up’ choice and supplier pathway
- Leveraging data via world class Meter Data Management (MDM) platform
- Connecting your energy assets to better manage demand
- Metering in a box, this leverages many years of UK metering experience and tomorrow’s smart solutions, today.
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